
Over the course of the next few months, we will gather

some activities that we think would be great for everyone to

access. This will be updated for the remainder of the year

whilst we focus on doing programs online due to lockdown

here in Narrm (Melbourne)
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Pages of info to create,

 learn and read!
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Crossword

ACTIVISM 

BLACK LIVES MATTER

COMMUNITY

EDUCATION

GENDER DIVERSITY 

INVISIBLE

MENTAL HEALTH 

RPONOUNS

RESILIENCE 

SOLIDARITY

ALLY 

BROTHABOY

CULTURE

EMPATHY

IDENTITY

KINDNESS

NONBINARY

QTIPOC

SELF CARE

STRENGTH

BEAUTIFUL 

CHOSEN FAMILY

DISCUSSIONS

EMPOWERMENT

INCLUSION

LGBTIQA

POSITIVITY

QUEERSPACE

SISTAGIRL

THE DRUM



Recipe
Garlic bread grilled cheese 

1 tablespoon of butter 
1 clove of garlic 
A pinch of salt 
1 tablespoon of chopped parsley 
2 pieces of bread (any type of bread)
2 slices of cheese (any type of cheese) 

National Garlic Day is on April 19th 
Garlic is known to stimulate the immune system,
help regulate blood sugar and help prevent heart
disease
Garlic contains 17 amino acids and is a great                        
source of victims and minerals!

Ingredients (for 1 serving) 

Preparation
Step 1: Combine the butter, garlic, a pinch of salt and
chopped parsley 
Step 2: Spread the mixture on the outside of both pieces
of bread and put the slices of cheese on the inside and
combine to make a sandwich
Step 3: Heat pan on medium heat and grill the sandwich
on one side until golden brown and then flip to the
other side 
Step 4: Once flipped on the other side, cook until
golden brown or when the cheese has melted 
Step 5: Take the your masterpiece off the pan and turn
off the heat and enjoy!

FUN FACT 



Dishonored: Death of the Outsider (2017)
Arkane Studios, Bethesda Softworks

Rated M (AU)

Have you ever wanted to play a stealth-action game as a QTIPoC with

fascinating powers? Dishonoured : Death of the Outsider gives you that

chance .  This game sees you sneaking around ,  jumping on rooftops and

thinking creatively to (violently or silently) eliminate guards and other

members of the upper class in the fictional city of Karnaca .  

Get ready to feel things ,  as this game sees you putting an end to ‘The
Outsider’ a mysterious figure who calls out to people across the Empire of the

Isles ,  and grants them strange abilities .  He wants to help you understand

something ,  and so ,  he has transformed your right arm and eye ,  giving you the

power to astral project ,  see through walls and teleport .  There is some richly

detailed and beautiful writing found through in-game documents and objects

detailing religious cults ,  sociopolitical conflicts ,  and tyranny .  

Queer love ,  heresy ,  subverting power ,  losing and caring for loved ones ,  and

considering the moral implications when making decision that impact

communities are present in this game .  While it is possibly the last entry in

Bethesda ’s Dishonored franchise ,  it ’s still a great standalone experience

(though shorter than the rest) and a good entry point into the magical stealth

series .  

It ’s available on Windows PC (On Steam also ! ) ,  PS4 and Xbox One !  If your

birthday is coming up ,  or you ’re celebrating Christmas ,  give your friends/family

a hint 😉

Activity-slash-Review
What the folks have to say about some activities or

reviewing something from their end!
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The need to know!
profiles on orgs/groups/people you should check out

You wake up in the morning to find yourself living in a stranger 's body

and leading a different life ,  one you 're familiar with .  How do you react

and what do you do next?   

FACEBOOK: CAMP MAGAZINE 

NAME/TAG: @MAGAZINECAMP 

WEBSITE:

HTTPS://UMSU.UNIMELB.EDU.AU/COMMUNITIES/QUEER/ 

INFO ABOUT THEM: CAMP IS A AUTONOMOUS

PUBLICATION FOR QUEER PEOPLE  RUN BY THE

UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE. THEY ADVOCATE FOR

QUEER STUDENTS IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE.

INSTRAGRAM: @PACIFIQUEX

NAME/TAG: PACIFIQUE X

WEBSITE: WWW.PACIFIQUEX.COM

INFO ABOUT THEM: PACIFIQUEX CELEBRATE PACIFIC

ISALND LGBTIQA+ COMMUNITIES AND ALLIES BY

PROVIDING SPACES, CAPACITY BUILDING,

MEANINGFUL CONNECTIONS AND TO HONOUR

CULTURAL AND GENDER IDENTITIES. PACIFIQUEX IS

BASED IN MELBOURNE. 

INSTRAGRAM: @BIPOC__WELLNESS

NAME/TAG: BIPOC TALKING WELLNESS

INFO ABOUT THEM: BIPOC TALKING WELLNESS IS A

GROUP THAT ENCOURAGES BIPOC TO RECLAIM

WELLNESS. BY HOLDING MOON HANGS,  BIPOC

MEDITATE, REFLECT AND JUST CHILL WITH THE MOON.

THEY ARE NAARM BASED. 


